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The purpose of this case study is to fulfill the 
requirement of - Jobhun Academy: UX Writer 

Class as the final assignment.



About Matahari App

Matahari is known as one of the biggest department 
store in Indonesia. Matahari Application provides its 
shopping services through an online platform. Not only 
customers can buy clothing products but also beauty and 
kids products from numerous brands. This is why the app 
offers various products in accordance to their actual 
display at the offline store.

Matahari App
V4.6.8 (810.161.c542f)



The analysis will cover these 
screen targets

Sign Up Page Empty State CTA Button



Screen Target 1
Sign Up Page

Flow: 
Homepage -> Akun -> Daftar

This field confuses users because 
phone numbers with international 
code and local numbers are actually 
different. 



Solution

Using only one phone code. It’s preferable 
and more efficient to use the universal 
country phone code. Local or international 
users can register their account according 
to their country phone code provided in 
the app. 



Before After



Screen Target 2
Empty State (Wishlist)

Flow:
Homepage -> Wishlist 

● The Wishlist page doesn’t display 
anything and it’s just a blank space. 

● An empty state without any copy isn’t 
helpful since it lacks user experience.

● It will lead to confusion, disappointment 
and looks uninteresting/unappealing.



Solution

1. Add a copy instead of leaving it blank 
page so that it informs user what is 
happening.

2. Add a CTA button. Not only 
informing that the wishlist page is 
empty but a CTA button will guide 
the user doing something with it. The 
CTA will take user to homepage and 
and let them to choose their wishlists 
from the products.

Tambah barang

Wishlist masih kosong
SIimpan barang favorit Anda di sini



Before After

Wishlist masih kosong
SIimpan barang favorit Anda di sini

Tambah barang



     

Screen Target 3
CTA Button

Flow: 
Homepage - Bag Promo - Nevada bag



The CTA of “Belanja Sekarang” 
is kind of ambiguous and it 
misfits with the overall context. The placement of Panduan 

Ukuran (size guide) and Pilih 
Ukuran (choose size) don’t 
match with the product 
category section.

What do we find?



Solution

1. Change the CTA phrase so that it 
makes sense to the actual 
purpose. ‘Tambah Ke Keranjang’ 
clearly tells the user to add the 
product they desired to their cart.

2. Remove ‘PANDUAN UKURAN’ 
and ‘Pilih Ukuran’ because they 
are unnecessary. The product 
displayed is women crossbody 
bag that doesn’t need size 
measurement. 

TAMBAH KE KERANJANG



Before After

TAMBAH KE KERANJANG



UX Writing isn’t just writing. It’s really challenging because there are 
many important aspects that can’t be overlooked. One of the goals 
is to create intuitive and user-friendly experience when using the 
app or website.

To conclude
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